Myths and Legends about Bowl Selection and Grip
We have had many years of being advised how to select a suitable bowl
and how to grip it. How many of us were told to use the biggest bowl we
could manage or to try to span it with our fingers?

How do you select a bowl?
When you have a beginner for a first session you bring out a selection of
bowls for them to try and feel which is most comfortable. Line up a
selection of bowls, largest to smallest, on their running surface. Get the
bowler to start with the largest. When they pick a bowl up they will
automatically have it in a suitable grip. Let them move down the sizes until
they find a suitable, comfortable size bowl. It is important to start with
the large, heavy bowl. If we start with small bowl too many will want to
stay with it. Starting with the larger heavy bowl means that as they move
along the selection available to try they are finding that the bowls get
progressively easier rather that progressively more difficult.

Is the bowl too big?

too small?

How do we find the right size?

Where is the missing piece of the jigsaw?
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Do you measure around the bowl with a tape or
the fingers from both hands to see if they meet?

Do you hold the hand
upside down and look
for the bowl to fall
from the hand or stay?

Do you have a specially made measuring device?

OR
Do you select a bowl……………….









that allows the player to grip it naturally
that allows him/her to feel relaxed
that feels good in the hand.
that is well balanced.
that can be controlled (not the other way round).
that does not wobble when it leaves the hand
that runs smoothly on its running surface
A bowl that gives confidence.

The player may have
 a large or small hand,
 narrow or broad hand,
 short or long fingers
 be strong or weak
 have a medical problem which affects hand, wrist or arm
 be elderly or very young
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SO
Why measure with both hands around a bowl, because when you bowl you
only hold it with one hand?
Why hold the bowl upside down in the hand to see if it falls because when
you bowl you don’t hold the bowl this way?
Why use a measuring device when the best computer in the world (the
brain) tells you which is the correct bowl?

Do we continue to teach grip?
In the past the manuals have illustrated the various ways to
grip a bowl. Often these have been misinterpreted causing
problems for both the player and the coach. Best practice
seems to indicate that it is better not to teach grip. Incorrect
grip can cause tremendous muscle tension throughout the body
and in the worst cases has led to frozen shoulders and
unnecessary pain. This is in complete contradiction of what we
are trying to achieve i.e. a relaxed and comfortable delivery.

In consultation with coaches with years of experience we have
discovered that many of them do not teach grip at all and allow
their beginners to find a grip on their own. Independently and
in isolation they discovered that it is easier and more natural
just to let the player pick up the bowl and hold it loosely in
their hand with the bias in the correct place and roll it, making
sure that the arm follows through with a pendulum motion.
Coaches Tip - Help your pupil to select the correct bowl, by
holding the bowl in a natural way, stressing that comfort and
their physical needs is the most important consideration.
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